
OSCILLATION THEOREMS FOR ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS
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This paper deals with oscillatory behavior of solutions of singular

self-adjoint elliptic equations of the form

"     d   (      du\
(i) E — U i—) + cu = o.

,-,y_l   dXj\ dxj

We shall assume that the coefficients of all equations of the form (1)

satisfy

(i) a,y(x) differentiable, c(x) continuous;

(ii) aij = âji, c = c;

(iii) £a<j£»£j >0 for all complex re-tuples (£1, . . . ,£„);¿(0, • • • , 0)

in a smooth bounded domain GEE". If the coefficients of (1) can be

extended into a larger domain G'Z)G so that (i)-(iii) hold in G as

well as G, then we say that (1) is nonsingular in G. Points of dG at

which such an extension is not possible comprise the singular bound-

ary 5.

For re= 1, these considerations will reduce to the well-known oscil-

lation theory for the Sturm-Liouville equation

d /   du\
il') — [a — ) + cu = 0

dx \   dx)

on an interval G=(ft, k). If x = h is a singular point and m(x) is a

solution of (1')) then we have

Definition 1. w(x) is oscillatory atx = h if, for every neighborhood

Nih), tt(x) has a zero in GC\Nih).

In extending this definition to solutions of (1), we restrict our at-

tention to certain mild kinds of singularities on a single « — 1 dimen-

sional component 5¿ of S.

Definition 2. We say that m(x) is weakly oscillatory at 5¿ if, for

every open set ÜZ)5¿, w(x) has a zero in Hi\G.

Definition 3. We say that w(x) is strongly oscillatory at Si if, for

every x£5, and every neighborhood Nix), re(x) has a zero in C7fW(x).

To simplify statements of theorems we shall assume that a change

of variables has effected the canonical situation1 in which
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1 That this canonical form can generally be attained has been shown by Mihlin [3 ].
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GE {x\ xn > O},

SiE {x\ xn = 0},

ain = ani = 0   for    i = 1,2, - - - , n — l.

A principal tool will be the following Sturmian theorem for elliptic

equations [l; 2].

Theorem 1. Let u and v be solutions of the elliptic equations

)

»      d   /       du\
(1) E—Uy—) + ™ = 0,

i.y-i dXj \       dXi,

(la) E— (««— ) + 7* = 0
<.y-i oxj \       dx,/

in o bounded domain GEEn. If V is a domain satisfying TEG and if

(i) the matrix (ay—Oy) î's non-negative definite in T,

(ii) c^y,

(iii) y = 0 on dr,
//ze« w(x) «zwrf Aowe a zero ¿» T.

In order to get oscillation theorems for (1), we shall let x denote

the coordinates (xi, • • • , x„_i) and make use of equations of the

form

d  ( dv\       Vi    d   /
(lb)       —   a(xn) —-)+  Z —- ( ««W

dxn \ dXj ,-,y_i   ÔXj \

dv\
) — J + yixn)v = 0

dxJ

whose coefficients satisfy (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1. That is, we assume

that in G

n-l

.... Z i<*nix) - aij(x))%&j ̂ 0    for all (£i, • • • , f„_i),
(i) i.i-i

a(xn) — ann(x) è 0;

(ii') c(x) â tW-

We shall also define ux(i) as the first eigenvalue of the boundary prob-

lem

"^    d   ( d(t>\ r   i i
—   Z -(«.»(*)-) = /■"£    on   Gr\\x\xn = t).

i.i=i dxj\ dxi/

4> = 0   on   dG C\ {x\ xn = t],

and set uo = livnt-^o sup ¿nW-
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Theorem 2. If for some «>0 the equation

d (        dw\
(3) - [ait) —\ + hit) - ipo + e)]w = 0

is oscillatory at t = 0, then every solution of (1) is weakly oscillatory at Si.

Proof. From the definition of po there exists a subset 2 of Si which

satisfies 2C-S1; and for which the boundary problem

"^    d   /       d0\
(4) -   J_, -( ««-I = vO,       0 = 0 on ÔX,

i,i-i dXj\       dxj

has smallest eigenvalue Pi(0=Mo+e. Choose ô>0 so that the cylinder

Ts = 2X{x\0 < x» g 5}

is contained in G. In Y¡ we use separation of variables to solve the

equation (lb) subject to the boundary conditions v = 0 on dYC\G. One

such solution is of the form t>i(x) =0i(x)w(x„), where di is the eigen-

function of (4) corresponding to ^(x,,) and wit) is a solution of

d (        dw\
— («(0 -r) - "i0)î» + yit)v> = o,
dt \        dt J

wiS) = 0.

Since — ̂ 1(0= — (mo + «) and since (3) is oscillatory at t = 0, Sturm's

comparison theorem assures us that wit) is also oscillatory at ¿ = 0.

Thus Viix) =6iix)wixn) has a sequence of nodal domains of the form

Tt = 2X{x\5k < xn <i*-l}

where hk J, 0. By Theorem 1, w(x) has a zero in each r*. Thus m(x) is

weakly oscillatory at 5,-.

Theorem 3. If for every real M the equation

d /        dw\
(5) -(ait)—-) + [yit) + M]w = 0

dt\        at /

is oscillatory at t = 0, then every solution of (1) is strongly oscillatory

at Si.

Proof. Let x0= (*o, 0) be a point of S, and suppose there exists a

neighborhood of x0 for which Nixo)(~\G contains no zeros of m(x).

Construct a cylinder T' = S'X{x|0 < x ^ ô} so that x0 E 2' and

Y' ENixo)C\G. Let Xi denote the smallest eigenvalue of
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(40 -   E — [an —) = W,        t = 0 on 32'.
i.i-i dXj\      bxj

Using separation of variables to solve (lb) subject to v = 0 on dTT\G,

we again find a solution of the form f(x)=^i(x)w(xn), where \pxix)

is the eigenfunction of (4') corresponding to Xi and wit) satisfies

d /        dw\
(6) -(ait) — J + [7(0 - Xi]w = 0.

By hypothesis, (6) is oscillatory at i = 0, and d(x) again defines a se-

quence of nodal domains of the form

T¿ =2'X{x\ôk<xn <8k-x}

where ôk I 0. By Theorem 1, w(x) vanishes in every Tk'.
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